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Highlights

Using foreshocks to constrain earthquake nucleation: low foreshock to

aftershock ratios in the Hikurangi subduction zone

Rebecca L. Colquhoun, Jessica C. Hawthorne

• We make new observations of foreshocks and aftershocks using phase coher-

ence.

• Simple earthquake-earthquake triggering predicts foreshock and aftershock

numbers.

• We detect fewer foreshocks than expected from this simple ETAS based

model.

• This suggests that nucleation is more extended and complex.

• Therefore, external processes must be involved in earthquake nucleation.
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Abstract

The complexity and duration of earthquake nucleation is an open question. Our

understanding of this process is limited by a lack of high-quality observations

of foreshocks and aftershocks. We therefore apply a coherence-based template

matching approach to search for more foreshocks and aftershocks. We examine

the half-hour before thousands of M ≥ 3 mainshocks on the Hikurangi subduction

zone in New Zealand, and make new detections of foreshocks and aftershocks

which are close in space and time to the mainshocks. For M ≥ 4 events, we find

68% fewer foreshocks than expected if earthquake nucleation is explained by the

most intuitive type of earthquake-earthquake triggering: single-mode triggering.

The number of foreshocks suggests that nucleation must be more extended and

complex, perhaps driven by external processes like pore-pressure changes.
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1. Introduction1

There have been varied observations of foreshocks before earthquakes. For ex-2

ample, Trugman and Ross (2019) suggest that 72% of earthquakes in Southern3

California are preceded by increases in earthquake activity. Other authors find4

the foreshock rate to be around 40-55% (Jones and Molnar, 1976; Abercrombie5

and Mori, 1996; Chen and Shearer, 2016), and van den Ende and Ampuero (2020)6

find that as few as 18% of earthquakes in southern California have increases in7

seismicity which cannot simply be explained by variations in background seismic-8

ity rate. Significant foreshock activity is expected from rate and state models9

(Dieterich, 1994; Marone, 1998) and is observed on short time-scales in laboratory10

experiments (e.g Scholz, 1968; Johnson et al., 2013; Goebel et al., 2013; McLaskey11

and Kilgore, 2013; McLaskey and Lockner, 2014; Rouet-Leduc et al., 2017; Bolton12

et al., 2019, 2020; Dresen et al., 2020).13

A number of researchers have investigated foreshocks because these events can14

provide insights into earthquake nucleation. On one hand, nucleation may be15

a complex, extended process that last minutes to months. Seismologists have16

observed significant increases in seismicity in the hours to days before large earth-17

quakes in Southern California (Dodge et al., 1996; Chen and Shearer, 2016), in the18

North Pacific (Bouchon et al., 2013), in Kyushu, SW Japan (Kato et al., 2016), and19

on the East Pacific Rise (McGuire et al., 2005). Some statistical analyses suggest20

that these foreshocks, mainshocks, and aftershocks nucleate or are triggered via21

different processes (Brodsky, 2011; Shearer, 2012; Seif et al., 2018). Some of these22

processes could create complex, long-duration nucleation, as is sometimes inferred23

from observations. For instance, Tape et al. (2018) identified foreshock sequences24
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before earthquakes in Alaska that lasted tens of seconds. These sequences may rep-25

resent earthquake nucleation triggered by a propagating aseismic front. Similarly,26

Bouchon et al. (2011) identified an extended seismic signal before the 1999 İzmit27

earthquake. Complex, two-stage, nucleation has also been observed in laboratory28

studies (Latour et al., 2013; Harbord et al., 2017) and over very short durations29

at the beginning of earthquakes in California (Ellsworth and Beroza, 1995; Beroza30

and Ellsworth, 1996). Complex nucleation could last months, or occur intensely31

for minutes, and may result from aseismic nucleation processes (Dodge et al., 1996)32

or from the interaction of pore-fluid pressure changes on the accelerating fault Liu33

and Rice (2007).34

However, other researchers have found that nucleation could be short and sim-35

ple: that all clustering of earthquakes can be explained by earthquake-earthquake36

triggering (Helmstetter and Sornette, 2003b; Felzer et al., 2004; Yoon et al., 2019).37

For example, Felzer et al. (2004) were able to explain foreshock occurrences solely38

through the same earthquake-earthquake triggering which is responsible for after-39

shocks, and Ellsworth and Bulut (2018) suggest that no aseismic processes were40

involved in the foreshock sequence preceding the 1999 İzmit earthquake. Epidemic41

Type Aftershock Sequence models (ETAS, Ogata, 1988) often model foreshock42

and aftershock behaviour well, using relatively simple earthquake-earthquake trig-43

gering.44

It has been difficult to understand the process of earthquake nucleation due to45

the limited availability of high-quality observations of foreshocks and aftershocks,46

particularly on short timescales. In this work, we seek to add one more observation47

of foreshock rates. We look for foreshocks, aftershocks, and sequences of foreshocks48

around thousands of earthquakes in New Zealand. We use a phase coherence-49
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based technique to detect small events that are located spatially close to and50

within an hour-long window centred on each mainshock. We then compare the51

observed foreshock:aftershock ratio to the ratio expected from a particular case of52

earthquake-earthquake triggering: single-mode triggering.53

1.1. Single-mode triggering54

Single-mode triggering is a type of earthquake-earthquake triggering which re-55

quires that all clustering results from inter-earthquake triggering. It also maintains56

a type of self-similarity; the number of aftershocks scales via a power law relation-57

ship to the mainshock moment (e.g. Yamanaka and Shimazaki, 1990). The power58

law is chosen so that the average magnitude difference between a mainshock and59

its largest aftershock is independent of mainshock magnitude, following the empir-60

ical B̊ath’s law (B̊ath, 1965; Felzer et al., 2002; Helmstetter and Sornette, 2003a;61

Felzer et al., 2004). Single-mode triggering can be viewed as a subset of ETAS62

models (Ogata, 1988).63

2. Mainshock and data selection64

We begin by identifying mainshocks to search around for foreshocks and after-65

shocks.66

2.1. Seismic data and earthquake catalogue67

We investigate earthquakes on the Hikurangi subduction zone beneath the68

North Island of New Zealand (Figure 1). The Hikurangi subduction zone is an69

ideal place to test whether external processes are involved in earthquake nucleation.70

The region hosts slow slip events as well as spatially variable pore fluid pressures71
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(Wallace et al., 2012; Naif and Key, 2018): two phenomena that could encourage72

extended earthquake nucleation.73

Figure 1: Map of New Zealand with major faults (lines), convergence rates (arrows) and stations
(triangles) used. Convergence rates are in mm yr−1, based on Wallace et al. (2012). Stations
are all part of the GNS network (FDSN network code NZ) and are numbered as below:
1 – OUZ; 2 – URZ; 3 – HIZ; 4 – WPVZ; 5 – BKZ; 6 – BFZ; 7 – QRZ; 8 – KHZ

We use events listed in the GNS catalogue: the catalogue created by New74

Zealand’s Te Pū Ao, or Institute of Geological and Nuclear Sciences. We gather75

seismograms from GNS seismic stations stored in the IRIS data center, using the76

obspyDMT software (Hosseini and Sigloch, 2017). Only stations within 4° of an77

earthquake’s epicentre are included.78

2.2. Identifying mainshocks79

The initial earthquake catalogue consists of 12,769 M≥ 3 events between 2005-80

01-01 and 2020-01-01, in a region between 175° and 180°W and 37° and 40°S, with81
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no constraint on focal mechanism. Of these earthquakes, 11,236 have usable data:82

there is at least one station where all 3 components have data for an hour before83

and after these earthquakes.84

Each of the identified M≥3 earthquakes is a candidate mainshock. However,85

even M≥3 earthquakes are clustered, and we want to consider our mainshock86

earthquakes independently, or in isolation. To be able to isolate mainshocks, we87

want the background seismicity to be constant throughout the 30 minutes before88

and after the earthquake being considered. But after an earthquake, the rate of89

seismicity is rapidly changing at first (aftershock decay), before becoming more90

steady, and so we do not want our mainshock to be too close in time to previous91

large earthquakes. Therefore we accept an earthquake to be a mainshock only if92

it is larger than all other earthquakes within a certain time interval and within93

a distance radius of 0.3°. All results presented consider the largest event within94

24 hours (giving n = 1365), but we obtain similar results using other isolation95

windows (4–100 hours, table 1).96

3. Methods97

Once we have identified our mainshocks, we can search for foreshocks and98

aftershocks.99

3.1. Mainshock templates100

To begin, we identify and extract each mainshock’s P waves to use as templates.101

We begin the template 1 second before the P-wave pick. We make a preliminary102

estimation of the P-wave pick by calculating the travel time of the earthquake103

waves to each station using obspy TauP (Crotwell et al., 1999) and the AK135104
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model (Kennett et al., 1995). This calculation predicts the P pick to within ±10 s.105

To improve the pick accuracy, we then apply a STA-LTA algorithm to a highpassed106

version of the data in this 20 second window, using a corner frequency of 1.5 Hz.107

The earliest STA-LTA trigger (Withers et al., 1998) on any component is taken as108

the P wave arrival. After we identify the arrival, we bandpass filter the data to109

between 1.5 and 10 Hz and extract an interval from 1 second before to 2 seconds110

after the P arrival pick. This part of the seismogram is our template.111

3.2. Phase coherence calculation: Theory112

We use this template to search for earthquakes with similar Green’s functions.113

We search for earthquakes in a one-hour window of the continuous data, 30-minutes114

either side of the mainshock. We use the phase coherence method outlined by115

Hawthorne and Ampuero (2017), which identifies co-located seismic sources by116

comparing the seismograms recorded at multiple stations or components. Specifi-117

cally, we calculate the phase coherence:118

Cp = Re

[
x̂kx̂

∗
l

|x̂kx̂∗
l |

]
≈ Re


(
d̂ckd̂

∗
tk

)(
d̂cld̂

∗
tl

)∗∣∣∣(d̂ckd̂∗tk) (
d̂cld̂∗tl

)∗∣∣∣
 . (1)

In computing each term in parentheses (each x̂k or x̂l), we are comparing the119

template and continuous data. x̂k is the cross spectrum of the template signal120

(dtk) and the continuous data (dck) at station or component k or l. Hats indicate121

Fourier transforms. Then when we compute the cross-spectrum of x̂k and x̂l, we122

are looking for coherence between two stations or components k and l.123

The Cp value should be high if the continuous data contains a source co-124

located with the template. In this case, the inter-source correlations implicit in125

the x̂k = d̂ckd̂
∗
tk calculations turn out to eliminate the phases of the Green’s func-126
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tion. The subsequent inter-station or inter-component correlations, implicit in the127

x̂k− x̂∗
l multiplications, eliminate the phases of the source time functions. So if the128

continuous data segment contains a source co-located with the template, all the129

phases which result from intersource cross-correlation (xk and xl) are eliminated.130

Both the numerator and denominator should be real and positive, and Cp should131

equal 1.132

In other words, and perhaps more simply, if the continuous and template data133

are created by co-located earthquakes, their seismograms at station or component134

k can be written as dck = sc ∗ gk and dtk = st ∗ gk. Here sc and st are source time135

functions, and gk is a common Green’s function. In this case,136

Cp = Re

 ((ŝcĝk) (ŝtĝk)
∗) ((ŝcĝl) (ŝtĝl)

∗)
∗∣∣∣((ŝcĝk)(ŝtĝk)∗) ((ŝcĝl) (ŝtĝl)∗)∗∣∣∣
 = 1. (2)

In reality, of course, Cp never reaches 1 because equation 2 is not exact. The137

data are modified when windows of the seismograms are extracted for calcula-138

tion. We therefore search for significantly positive values of Cp, and we follow the139

windowing and tapering approach used by Hawthorne and Ampuero (2017) to mit-140

igate the effects of truncation. Specifically, we cross-correlate our templates with141

the continuous data without windowing over the entire continuous time series. We142

then extract 1 second windows of the data and calculate x̂.143

This phase coherence method allows us to search for a variety of signal types.144

It can identify nearby seismic sources even if they have complex, extended source145

time functions. We can detect foreshocks with source time functions similar to146

the mainshock, foreshocks with shorter source time functions, and any tremor-like147

foreshock sequences.148
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3.3. Results of the Phase Coherence calculation149

We compute two types of phase coherence (Equation 1): Cp−stat, the inter-150

station phase coherence; and Cp−comp, the inter-component phase coherence. We151

calculate both in 1-second windows, separated by 0.2 s, for 1800 s before and after152

each mainshock and plot the results in Figure 2.153

Figure 2: a): Velocity seismogram at one station (NZ.BFZ) for 1 hour around an earthquake
(2019-10-19 at 17:28:31.26; 37.919°S, 176.426°E; 4.3 mb).
b): Inter-station phase coherence.
c): Inter-component phase coherence.
In b) and c), time is centered on the mainshock and horizontal lines denote 2 and 4 s.d. above
the mean phase coherence values.

We cross-correlate the signal from different stations to find the inter-station154

coherence: k and l index different stations in equation 1. Inter-station coherence155
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can only detect earthquakes which are within a fraction of a seismic wavelength of156

the mainshock (Geller and Mueller, 1980). Any shift in the earthquake location157

shifts the station arrival times. The time shifts make the Green’s functions (g in158

equation 2) appear different between the mainshock and foreshock and thus reduce159

the phase coherence between the two signals.160

Inter-component phase coherence quantifies coherence between the different161

components (E, N, Z) at the same station: k and l index different components in162

equation 1. The limited number of channels makes the output noisier. However,163

this approach also allows us to detect foreshocks and aftershocks that are some164

distance from the mainshock. With inter-component coherence, shifted earthquake165

locations still change the station arrival times, but the time shifts are the same166

across all three components at a given station, and those time-shifts are eliminated167

when we compute the inter-component coherence. Cp−comp thus measures the168

similarity in the shape of the Green’s functions between the mainshock template169

and a window of the continuous signal (Gombert and Hawthorne, 2022).170

We set thresholds to define detections within the continuous phase coherence171

records. We take the mean of the phase coherence over the full 3600 seconds.172

We define a detection as when the phase coherence exceeds 2, 3, or 4 times the173

standard deviation from the mean. We plot histograms of the number of detections174

in Cp−stat and Cp−comp through time in Figure 3.175

To assess the uncertainty in the detection rate through time, we use bootstrap176

resampling to recompute the number of detections using different subsets of the177

mainshock population. To create each subset, we resample the mainshock pop-178

ulation randomly, with replacement, until the resampled population is the same179

size as the original population. We then calculate the detection rate again. We180
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Figure 3: Plots of detections in phase coherence through time. The lines join the midpoint of the
top of each histogram bar, showing the distribution in the number of detections through time.
Panels a) and c) show interstation phase coherence whilst panels b) and d) show intercomponent
phase coherence. Panels a) and b) show the full time around the earthquake and bin detections
into 10 s bins. Panels c) and d) show 400s before and after the mainshock and use 1 s bins.
Shading shows the 70% confidence interval. Orange line and shading is for detections at 2 s.d.,
purple for 3 s.d., and blue for 4 s.d.
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repeat this process 100 times to estimate the uncertainty on the detection rate, as181

illustrated with the shading in Figure 3.182

3.4. Magnitude resolution183

We want to compare our detections to expectations from single-mode trigger-184

ing. That comparison will require knowledge of our detection capability. Here,185

then, we estimate the magnitude of completeness of our detections.186

We first subtract the background detection rate from our total number of detec-187

tions. That leaves us with 11,233 combined foreshock and aftershock detections.188

All of our foreshocks and aftershocks are smaller than M3, as we considered all189

M ≥ 3 earthquakes in the GNS catalogue as potential mainshocks. Some of our190

foreshocks and aftershocks are between M2.5 and 3. These earthquakes should be191

in the GNS catalogue, as that catalogue is complete to M2.5. So we search the192

GNS catalogue for M2.5− 3 earthquakes that occur close to and at the same time193

as our detections. We identify 918 such earthquakes distributed at a range of times194

before and after the mainshocks. We again subtract the background rate and infer195

that 100 of our foreshock and aftershock detections are in the GNS catalogue with196

magnitudes between 2.5 and 3.197

We use the number of M2.5–3 foreshocks and aftershocks (N2.5>M>3) to find198

the parameter a of a Gutenberg-Richter distribution (NM>Mref
= 10a−bMref ). Here199

a is a measure of the total seismicity in the region, and we estimate it to be 4.665200

We take b = 1, as estimated in section 5) to constrain the relative numbers of large201

and small earthquakes.202

Then we can calculate the number of events above any given minimum magni-203
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tude Mmin:204

N(M > Mmin) = 10a(10−Mmin), (3)

We set this number equal to 11,233, the number of foreshocks and aftershocks we205

detect, and solve for the minimum magnitude Mmin, obtaining206

Mmin = − log10

(
11233

104.665

)
= 0.61. (4)

These calculations suggest that we have detected earthquakes down to around207

M0.6.208

4. Patterns in phase coherence through time209

Now that we have numerous earthquake detections and an estimate of the210

range of earthquake magnitudes, we examine how the number of detections varies211

with time from the mainshock. Throughout our calculations, we ignore detections212

between -1 s and 2 s of the mainshock, as that interval is contaminated by the213

mainshock.214

If single-mode triggering controls all earthquake clustering, we expect the fore-215

shock and aftershock rate to follow Omori’s law, with the earthquake rate decaying216

as t−1 with time before or after the mainshock (Parsons, 2002; Helmstetter et al.,217

2003; Felzer et al., 2004). However, if nucleation is more complex, and external218

processes influence slip acceleration, the earthquake rate may or may not follow219

this characteristic power-law decay.220
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4.1. Inter-station Coherence221

Figure 3a shows the inter-station detections through time, averaged across222

all three components. We do not see any patterns in the detection rate. The223

detection rate is constant within error, with a rate of 544 detections per 10-second224

bin, outside of the window around the mainshock. We also see no variation in225

detection rate on a shorter timescale: in the 400 s before and after the mainshock,226

using a histogram bin width of 1 s (Figure 3c).227

4.2. Inter-component228

Inter-component phase coherence, averaged across different stations has a back-229

ground detection rate of about 495 per 10-s time bin (Figure 3b). Many of these230

are false detections, where noise in the 3-component calculation happens to be231

slightly coherent with the template, but that false detection rate is constant in232

time. On top of the constant, we see a variation in detection rate which appears233

to come from foreshocks and aftershocks. The number of detections increases just234

before the mainshock and then gradually decreases after the mainshock. Even235

after the detection rate has decreased and starts to level out, the number of detec-236

tions remains slightly elevated; we consider only 30 minutes after the mainshock,237

and seismicity has not yet returned to regular background levels.238

Shorter-timescale variations may be better seen in Figure 3d, where we plot239

the detection rate in the 400 s before and after the mainshock, using 1-s bins. The240

detection rate increases abruptly in the seconds before the mainshock. After the241

mainshock, detections decrease steadily following a power-law distribution.242
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Figure 4: Log-log plots of foreshock (blue) and aftershock (pink) detections at two standard
deviations time relative to mainshock arrival. Power law relations, following Omori’s law, are
plotted: in a) with the p-exponent fixed to 1, and in b) where p is optimised independently for
foreshocks and aftershocks. The asymptote for both is fixed at the background detection value
over the first 500 s (496 detections/10 s bin). The point at 5 s (corresponding to 0-10 s for
aftershocks and -10 –0 s for the foreshocks) is not plotted, as we remove all detections within
±2s of the mainshock due the peak spreading.
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4.3. Temporal patterns in foreshock and aftershock activity243

To better examine the distribution in time of our detections, we plot them in244

log-log space, where we see a clear power-law decay in detections (Figure 4a). In245

single-mode triggering, the seismicity rate before or after a mainshock decays as246

time−p, following Omori’s law (Utsu et al., 1995). Here p is a decay parameter247

which is typically around 1. If foreshocks and aftershocks both result from inter-248

earthquake triggering, we expect the same p value to describe both Omori fits.249

Here we attempt to fit our foreshock and aftershock rate as250

N(t) = C1 + C2t
−p, (5)

where C1 is a constant representing the background rate, including false detections,251

and C2 is a constant representing the number of foreshocks or aftershocks. The252

aftershock distribution is fit well by this Omori’s law scaling, using p = 1. Figure253

4a shows that the observed aftershock rate, denoted by the pink curve (shading254

showing 70% confidence interval), is close to the best-fit Omori curve (purple255

curve) at all times from the mainshock. In fitting the Omori law curve, we fix C1256

as the background seismicity rate, calculated over the first 500 seconds, and look257

to optimise C2.258

In figure 4b, we optimise for the exponent, p, as well as for C2. Whilst the259

Omori law with p = 1 gives a reasonable fit by eye, the optimised value of p = 0.56260

shows that a better fit is achieved by varying the p value away from 1.261
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5. Foreshock:aftershock ratio262

Next, however, we consider a more rigorous assessment of a single-mode trigger-263

ing model. We compare the observed foreshock:aftershock ratio to that expected264

from single-mode triggering.265

5.1. Observations266

To compute the number of foreshocks and aftershocks, we first subtract the267

background detection rate: the average rate in the -1800 to -1400 seconds before268

the mainshock. We assume that each remaining detection represents a single269

earthquake, and we sum the number of detections before and after the mainshocks270

to get the number of foreshocks and aftershocks, respectively. We then compute271

the foreshock:aftershock ratio for groups of mainshocks with different magnitudes.272

In Figure 5, we plot the observed ratio (navy line) and its bootstrapped distri-273

bution and confidence intervals (blue bars). Figure 6 better allows us to compare274

between the different magnitude groups. We see the ratio increase as smaller275

magnitudes are considered.276

Declustering window (hours)
4 8 12 24 36 48 72 100

Background
Window
(seconds)

100 0.0475 0.0507 0.0490 0.0350 0.0606 0.0619 -0.0176 0.0509
200 0.0741 0.0720 0.0606 0.0489 0.0473 0.0644 0.0110 0.0494
400 0.0707 0.0813 0.0844 0.0903 0.0922 0.0929 0.0524 0.0867
600 0.0424 0.0405 0.0411 0.0451 0.0411 0.0449 0.0197 0.0207
800 0.0568 0.0563 0.0588 0.0635 0.0626 0.0610 0.0480 0.0509
1000 0.0395 0.0361 0.0349 0.0381 0.0336 0.0284 0.0283 0.0318

Table 1: Foreshock:aftershock ratios for M4+ events using different background windows for
calculating background seismicity and declustering events at different windows.

The declustering window and background window have some effect on the277

foreshock:aftershock ratio we find. However, the variation of the ratio is within278
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Figure 5: Histograms of the bootstrapping of the foreshock:aftershock ratio calculation (grey).
Panels include events from different magnitude groupings: a) M3–4, b) M3.5-4, c) M3.7–4, and
d) M4+. Inset panel e) looks at M4+ events with a bin size of 0.02. The dark blue line shows
the calculated ratio. White dashed lines denote the 70% confidence interval, and white dotted
lines the 90% confidence interval, found from bootstrapping. Brown lines indicate ratio expected
from ETAS with detection limits of M0 (lightest), 0.5 (medium), and 1 (darkest).

the uncertainty we find through bootstrapping (Table 1).279

5.2. Predictions from single-mode triggering280

In an ETAS model, the number of aftershocks triggered by an earthquake of281

magnitude M is given by282

N(t) =
K

(t+ c)P
=

C 10α(M−Mmin)

(t+ c)P
, (6)
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magnitude range considered, and symbols are at the midpoint of this range. Black dots show
the observed ratio for each magnitude interval. Vertical grey lines show the confidence intervals:
solid for the 70% confidence interval and dotted for the 90% confidence interval. Brown sym-
bols indicate ratio expected from ETAS with detection limits of M0 (lightest, diamonds), 0.5
(medium, crosses) and 1 (darkest, stars). For M4+ events, the predicted values lie outside of the
90% confidence range of the observed value.
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where K, C, and c are constants (Utsu et al., 1995), and Mmin is the minimum283

magnitude we can detect.284

We estimate the constants µ, K, α, c, p, and β by analysing the the GNS285

earthquake catalog, using BayesianETAS r package (Ross, 2021). We now apply286

this theory to calculate the foreshock to aftershock ratio expected for the GNS287

catalogue of mainshocks. We find that β = 2.24, which implies that the Gutenberg-288

Richter parameter b = 0.97 ≈ 1. We find that µ = 2.54 × 10−5, K = 0.5,289

α = 0.5, and c = 1.2. We also calculate the branching ratio (r in Shearer, 2012),290

which can be interpreted as the proportion of the catalogue which is an aftershock291

(Helmstetter et al., 2003; Helmstetter and Sornette, 2003c).292

We then use these parameters to calculate the expected numbers of foreshocks293

and aftershocks expected for each earthquake in our mainshock catalogue in the294

time window of interest, using the approach outlined by Shearer (2012) (Appendix295

B).296

Finally, we sum the expected foreshock and aftershock numbers over subsets of297

the mainshocks. We consider the same subsets we considered in our observations:298

all the mainshocks (M3+), M3–4, M3.5–4, M3.7–4 and M4+.299

The smallest magnitude of event we can detect is a major source of uncertainty.300

We estimated it to be≈ 0.5 in Section 3.4, but we additionally do these calculations301

for detection limits of both M0 and M1.302

5.3. Comparing observations and predictions303

We also plot the expected foreshock:aftershock ratios for a detection complete-304

ness of M0, 0.5 and 1 alongside the observations in Figures 5 and 6, For M4+305

events, the predicted ratios are lower than the detected ratio; we find a fore-306
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shock:aftershock ratio of 0.051, but single-mode ETAS predicts a ratio of 0.16.307

However, as we consider smaller mainshocks, the expected and observed ratios308

converge, and the difference between the predicted and observed ratio becomes309

insignificant (Figures 5 and 6).310

5.4. Depth Dependence311

The foreshock:aftershock ratio remains low for large-magnitude mainshocks312

even if we subdivide the catalogue into deep (> 70km) and shallow events. The313

foreshock:aftershock ratio is 0.047 for shallow M≥ 4 mainshocks and 0.020 for314

deep M≥ 4 mainshocks. As in previous work, we find that deeper earthquakes315

have fewer foreshocks and aftershocks (Frohlich, 1987; Abercrombie and Mori,316

1996; Chen and Shearer, 2016); shallow events (< 70 km) comprise 58% of the317

mainshocks but 81% of the total foreshock detections (663) and 66% of the total318

aftershock detections (11434).319

6. Sequences320

The low foreshock:aftershock ratio suggests that earthquake nucleation is not321

entirely explained by single-mode triggering, but it is a relatively subtle indica-322

tion. We therefore look for something which would more obviously indicate slip323

acceleration: foreshock sequences. For instance, Tape et al. (2018) identified in-324

tense, minute-long sequences of foreshocks before mainshocks in Alaska. We thus325

systematically look for sequences of detections before and after our mainshocks.326

We look for sequences in windows of different lengths, from 5 to 20 s. For each327

window length, we compute the fraction of the 1-s bins which contain detections.328

We then compare this fraction to a range of thresholds, between 10% and 100%, to329
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determine if the window contains a sequence. With these thresholds, we identify330

a large number of sequences, particularly at times close to the mainshock and for331

short window lengths (Figure 7).332

Figure 7: Histograms of detections of sequences for different time windows and proportion of
window filled. The mainshock occurs at time 0, but to avoid any double counting, we ignore
detections for the 2 seconds before and after it. Blank boxes show no sequences were detected.

We examine a number of the apparent sequences visually. In Figure 8, we show333

the phase coherence record and a seismogram for one of these sequences, shown334

by the blue box. This sequence has a detection in 4 out of the 5 seconds (80%335

of the window): the signal that originates in this time window is coherent with336

that of the mainshock. However, the signal appears to be small. It is not readily337

identifiable by eye.338

We compare the ratio of sequences to detections in different time windows to339
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Figure 8: A sequence detection. The top panel shows a normalised velocity seismogram with the
detected sequence highlighted by the blue box. The bottom panel shows the phase coherence
value, with the horizontal grey line being 2 s.d. above the mean value. Note that the CP value
for much of this window is close to or above the detection limit. For comparison, the average Cp

value of the full 3600 s record shown in figure 2 is 0.001.
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see if there is a statistically significant increase in the number of sequences as we340

approach the mainshock.341

Over the first 200 seconds of the record (-1800 – -1600 s, considered to be repre-342

sentative of the background), there are 0.0083 sequences per detection (considering343

a sequence to be 60%+ of a 5 second window). The 95% confidence interval on344

this number is 0.0075 – 0.0090. In the window 1750–1797 (the 50 seconds before345

the mainshock, removing the blanked window around the mainshock), the ratio is346

0.0113. In other words the sequence rate has increased by 17% percent whilst the347

detection rate (including false detections) has increased by 10% percent. The more348

dramatic increase in sequence rate suggests the increased sequence rate comes from349

detection clustering, not just an increased number of detections though we have350

not robustly analysed the statistics.351

As we consider larger proportions of the window, and longer windows, the352

sequence rate appears constant through time, but this may just result from an353

increase in the uncertainty, as very few sequences are identified in any one time354

interval.355

7. Discussion356

In this work, we have used a coherence-based approach to detect numerous357

foreshocks and aftershocks in the 30 minutes before and after mainshocks. The358

inter-station phase coherence, on the other hand, detects few to no foreshocks359

and aftershocks. The lack of inter-station detections could imply that 1) the360

foreshocks and aftershocks are not perfectly co-located with the mainshock or 2)361

the foreshocks and aftershocks are too small to be detected on more than one362

station.363
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We have chosen to analyse the detections made with inter-component phase364

coherence We find that:365

1. Most robustly, the foreshock:aftershock ratio for M4+ mainshocks is lower366

than expected from single-mode ETAS.367

2. For smaller (M3-4) mainshocks, the foreshock:aftershock ratio is similar to368

that expected from single-mode ETAS.369

3. The foreshock rate is better fit by an Omori power law decay with p = 0.56,370

than one with p = 1.371

4. There is a statistically significant increase in the number of foreshock se-372

quences before the mainshocks, but there are no obvious tremor-like precur-373

sors.374

We are not the first to conclude that the foreshock:aftershock ratio differs from375

that expected from single-mode triggering (Felzer et al., 2004). Shearer (2012)376

also found differing foreshock:aftershock ratios, though they found higher-than-377

expected foreshock:aftershock ratio, while we find a lower-than-expected ratio.378

The low foreshock:aftershock ratio could in principle result from a detection379

bias. Aftershocks could occur closer to the mainshock than foreshocks, so that they380

are easier to detect. However, previous work found similar spatial distributions of381

foreshocks and aftershocks (Richards-Dinger et al., 2010; Brodsky, 2011), and it382

the aftershocks, not the foreshocks, that occur partially in the mainshock coda;383

which would make early aftershocks harder to detect (Peng et al., 2007; Lengliné384

et al., 2012).385

It thus seems more likely that there is some physical cause of the low fore-386

shock:aftershock ratio. The low ratio could arise if the fault conditions change387
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between foreshocks and aftershocks (unlike Brodsky, 2011), so that earthquake-388

earthquake triggering occurs in different conditions (e.g. Helmstetter et al., 2003).389

This might also explain why the optimised value of the p exponent for foreshocks390

is 0.56 (aftershocks p = 1.188, figure 4b), rather than 1.391

Several processes could reduce the foreshock rates prior to earthquakes or alter392

the conditions that earthquake-earthquake triggering occurs in.393

For example, one could imagine that the pore pressure on the fault is high prior394

to larger (M ≥ 4) earthquakes. Higher pore-pressure on the fault increases the395

minimum nucleation size and thus could reduce the potential for small-magnitude396

foreshocks (Ohnaka, 2000; Harbord et al., 2017). Alternatively, the fault zones397

that host M > 4 mainshocks could just require large amounts of slip for stress398

to evolve and thus have a large fracture energy. Such a large resistance to slip399

would favour large ruptures; it could make it harder for small foreshocks to occur400

(Keilis-Borok, 1957; Ohnaka, 2000; Rubin and Ampuero, 2005; Harbord et al.,401

2017; Cattania and Segall, 2019).402

On the other hand, it is also possible that earthquakes are triggered not by403

each other but by an accelerating aseismic slip front (e.g., Bouchon et al., 2011;404

Ando et al., 2012; Tape et al., 2018). However, it is not obvious why aseismic slip405

would cause a low foreshock:aftershock ratio.406

8. Conclusions407

The nature of earthquake nucleation remains unclear. It is difficult to con-408

strain the processes involved, be they simple or complex, because there are limited409

high-quality observations of foreshocks and aftershocks. Here we have made new410

observations of foreshocks and aftershocks around M ≥ 3 mainshocks on the Hiku-411
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rangi subduction zone. We used a template-based coherence approach to detect412

these small earthquakes.413

We have found that the foreshock:aftershock ratio of M ≥ 4 events is lower414

than that expected if earthquakes interact exclusively by single-mode triggering.415

Further, the temporal distribution of foreshocks is fit better by Omori’s law with416

p = 0.56 than by p = 1. These observations suggest that an external process is417

involved in earthquake nucleation, perhaps changing the fault properties before418

and after the mainshock.419
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